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Abstract—An efficient Fast logarithmic successive cancellation
stack (Log-SCS) polar decoding algorithm is proposed along with
its software implementation using single instruction multiple data
(SIMD) style processing. Quantitatively, we reduce the decoding
complexity by 50% on average, while simultaneously attaining
a decoding latency that is only 21% of that of the state-ofthe-art Fast successive cancellation list (SCL) polar decoder’s
software implementation. This is achieved without any loss of
error correction performance by applying simplified path-metric
(PM) computations for the rate-0, rate-1 and repetition subgraphs of the proposed Fast Log-SCS decoder. Furthermore, a
software implementation of the 32-bit fixed-point Fast Log-SCS
polar decoder is conceived for x86 processors, which maintains
the same block error ratio (BLER) as the floating-point LogSCS polar decoder. Additionally, our software implementation
is accelerated using SIMD instructions by relying on 512-bit
Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX-512) and recursive template
meta-programming for the first time, achieving a parallelism
of 16, which makes it eminently suitable for the low-latency
requirements of software-defined radio systems.
Index Terms—Polar codes, Log-SCS decoder, fixed-point implementation, SIMD.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Polar codes have been selected for protecting the control
channels of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project’s (3GPP) new radio (NR) standard conceived for next generation
communications [1–4]. They are capable of achieving the
Shannon capacity, when using the successive cancellation (SC)
decoding algorithm in the case of an idealised infinite code
block length in binary memoryless channels [5]. However,
the serial nature of the SC decoding algorithm imposes data
dependencies, resulting in a high decoding latency and low
throughput. Therefore, sophisticated techniques have been proposed in [6–11], for circumventing this disadvantage relative
to other channel codes, such as low-density parity-check
(LDPC) and turbo codes. For example, the authors of [6]
proposed a simplified SC (SSC) polar decoder that considers
the group decoding of successive frozen or information bits,
referred to as rate-0 and rate-1 nodes. Following this, the
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group decoding of repetition nodes and single-parity-check
nodes was proposed in [8], further simplifying the decoding
operations and improving both the throughput and latency.
This design was then employed in [12] for the implementation
of the SC decoder in a software-defined radio (SDR) system
employing x86 processors for supporting 256-bit Advanced
Vector Extensions (AVX2) with the aid of single instruction
multiple data (SIMD) parallel processing. Since the SIMD instruction set has been inherently embedded in x86 processors,
a higher grade of parallelism can be achieved in the AVX2
mode, resulting in a significantly higher throughput.
However, the error correction performance of the SC polar
decoder remains limited for realistic finite block lengths,
especially in fading wireless vehicular channels. Therefore,
more complex decoding algorithms have been proposed for
further improving the block error ratio (BLER) in these scenarios [13]. In contrast to SC decoding, which only selects each
successive bit value having the highest likelihood in a decoded
bit sequence, the successive cancellation list (SCL) decoding
algorithm of [13, 14] enhances the decoding reliability by
considering a list of L candidate bit sequences at a time. The
practical implementation of the SCL algorithm typically represents the likelihoods of candidate bit values using logarithmic
likelihood ratios (LLRs), hence supporting an efficient and
numerically stable implementation [15]. Further improvements
that reduce the decoding latency and increase the throughput
of the SCL decoder are proposed in [16–19], which belong to
the family of the Fast simplified SCL (Fast-SSCL) decoders.
The real-time software implementation of the SCL decoder
was demonstrated in [17, 20]. Additionally, by appending a
cyclic redundancy check (CRC), the BLER performance of
the SCL may be enhanced [14]. More specifically, the CRCaided SCL decoder discards any decoding candidate that does
not satisfy the CRC, even if they would appear to offer the
globally most-likely bit values.
By contrast, the successive cancellation stack (SCS) decoding of [21] uses a depth-first search, rather than the breathfirst search of the SCL decoder. The SCS algorithm uses a
stack of up to S decoding candidates in order to perform
a directed search for the sequence of bit values having the
globally highest likelihoods. The SCS algorithm achieves a
lower decoding complexity than the SCL, and approaches that
of SC when used in channels having high signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs). The logarithmic SCS (Log-SCS) decoder investigated
in [22–24] operates on the basis of LLRs and benefits from
an improved error correction capability and other practical
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TABLE I: Contrasting the contributions of this work to the literature.
Contributions
SCS decoder
Logarithmic domain
5G NR polar code
Rate-0, Rate-1 and repetition nodes
Fixed-point implementation
AVX-512 implementation
Recursive template meta-programming

This work
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

advantages, despite its reduced complexity compared with
the SCS decoders of [21, 25]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there exists no literature considering the real time
software implementation of the Log-SCS decoder.
Motivated by this, we propose a novel CRC-aided Fast LogSCS decoder to address these concerns. The comparison with
related publications on polar decoders is summarized in Table I
and the main contributions of this paper are summarised as
follows.
•

•

•

The proposed CRC-aided Fast Log-SCS decoder exploits
the unique properties of Log-SCS decoding with the aid
of several novel techniques that were previously only
considered in the context of the Fast-SSCL decoder of
[16–19]. More specifically, the simplified path-metric
(PM) computation of the rate-0, rate-1 and repetition
nodes originally proposed for the Fast-SSCL decoder are
applied to the corresponding sub-graphs of the CRCaided Fast Log-SCS decoder conceived, which reduces
the decoding complexity by 50% on average, compared
with the Log-SCS polar decoder of [22]. We performed
a detailed comparison with several polar decoders in the
literature and our simulation results include the BLER
performance of all the standarized block lengths of the
3GPP NR uplink polar codes in the open literature for
the first time.
We also conceive its real-time software implementation
for attaining a drastically reduced decoding latency that is
only 21% of that imposed by the state-of-the-art Fast SCL
polar decoder implementation of [17]. This is achieved by
employing recursive template meta-programming [26] for
the first time, where the compiler acts as an interpreter
and generates optimised implementations. More specifically, the template meta-programming complies the legitimate block lengths in advance and performs an arbitrarylength polar decoding operation using a recursive pattern.
Each LLR that is input to the proposed decoder is quantised using a 32-bit fixed point number representation.
Additionally, the proposed software implementation exploits the inherent built-in SIMD of the Intel x86 processor with 512-bit AVX (AVX-512) extensions, creating the
first software-based highly-parallel processing aided SCS
polar decoder in the open literature. More specifically, in
contrast to [20], which exploits the parallelism associated
with the L decoding candidates of the SCL polar decoder,
the proposed Fast Log-SCS decoder can only consider
parallelism within the processing of a single decoding
candidate, since the SCS algorithm considers decoding
candidates in series. In this way, a parallelism degree up

[16]

X

[17]

[18]

[19]

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

[21]
X

[22]
X
X
X

[23]
X
X
X
X

to 16 may be achieved.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews polar
encoding and the Log-SCS decoding process. Following this, a
fixed-point Fast Log-SCS polar decoder is proposed in Section
III, which is implemented and characterised for x86 processors
relying on SIMD instructions in Section IV. Finally, the main
conclusions of our work and directions for future research are
summarised in Section V.
II. OVERVIEW OF POLAR ENCODING AND L OG -SCS
DECODING

The encoding and decoding process of polar codes is
discussed in this section, in the context of the 3GPP NR uplink.
More specifically, Sections II-A and II-B detail the core polar
encoding and Log-SCS decoding operations, respectively. Following this, the CRC generation and the CRC will be discussed
in Section II-C.
A. Polar encoder
In an [N, K] polar encoder, the K input bits are polar
encoded into N = 2m bits, which are mapped to N polarised
bit channels in a predefined pattern, where m is a positive
integer [5]. To be more specific, the polarisation weight
quantifies the reliability associated with each of the N bit
channels and may be calculated using density evolution, as
detailed in [27]. The resultant K = A + C most polarised
bit channels are employed for transmitting A information and
C CRC bits, as it will be detailed in Section II-C, while the
remaining (N −K) bit channels are employed for transmitting
0-valued bits, referred to as frozen bits.
Then the resultant N -bit vector u comprising A information
bits, C CRC bits and (N − K) frozen bits may be polar
encoded into a vector x of N encoded bits, according to the
modulo-2 matrix multiplication
x = uF⊗m
2 ,

(1)

F⊗m
2

where,
is the generator matrix, and the superscript ⊗m
indicates the mth Kronecker power of the matrix F2 , which is
expressed as


1 0
F2 =
.
1 1
An example is shown in Fig. 1, where the core information
block u = [00000100] is polar encoded to the encoded vector
x = [11001100] after the successive stages of XOR operations.
The encoded bits x are output from the encoder for subsequent
operations, which typically includes rate matching, as in the
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Fig. 1: The XOR operations performed in the polar encoder core, for an example where A = 3 information bits [010] are
converted into N = 8 encoded bits with corresponding LLRs.

3GPP NR uplink polar code [22], giving a polar-coded block
comprising G bits to be transmitted over the wireless channel,
with the code rate R being defined as R = A/G.
B. Log-SCS polar decoder

x̃l = g(x̃m , x̃n , ûm ) = (−1)ûm x̃m + x̃n .

Polar decoding can be thought of as a reverse process
of encoding. Specifically, the channel LLRs input into the
decoder are combined using a particular schedule of the soft
XOR operations, using f , g and partial sum computations, as
shown in Fig. 2.
x̃m

x̃k = f (x̃m, x̃n)

Secondly, by combining the hard bit decision ûm with the
input LLRs x̃m and x̃n , as shown in Fig. 2(b), the g function
is performed to generate a new LLR x̃l to be forwarded, which
can be expressed as

Then, another hard bit decision ûn will be provided, together with the sign of LLR of the corresponding decoding
candidate bit, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Together with the input
ûm , the partial sum computation of the bits ûk and ûl is
performed, which can be expressed as

x̃m

ûm

ûk = XOR(ûm , ûn ),
x̃l = g(x̃m, x̃n, ûm)

x̃n
(a)

x̃n
(b)

ûk = XOR(ûm, ûn)

ûm

ûn

(3)

ûl = ûn
(c)

Fig. 2: The three computations that can be performed for a
soft XOR in the polar code graph: (a) the f function, (b) the
g function and (c) partial sum calculation.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), the first soft XOR operation, f
function, for polar decoding is performed when two LLRs,
x̃m and x̃n , are provided on its connections at the right-hand
side, respectively, which can be expressed as
x̃k =f (x̃m , x̃n )



 
x̃m
x̃n
=2 tanh−1 tanh
tanh
2
2
˜
=f (x̃m , x̃n ) + log(1 + exp(− |x̃m + x̃n |))
− log(1 + exp(− |x̃m − x̃n |))
≈f˜(x̃m , x̃n ),
where f˜(x̃m , x̃n ) , sign (x̃m ) sign (x̃n ) min (|x̃m | , |x̃n |).

(2a)

(2b)
(2c)

ûl = ûn .

(4)

By performing the three types of soft XOR computations in a
prescribed successive cancellation schedule [15], an LLR may
be obtained for each of the N connections on the left-hand
edge of the polar code graph, one at a time in sequential order
from top to bottom.
The Log-SCS algorithm uses a depth-first search of the
code tree, as exemplified in Fig. 3, to develop a stack of
up to S decoding candidates, with the processing switching
to whichever candidate appears most likely, as the algorithm
proceeds [24]. The likelihood of a decoding candidate is
quantified by a PM, which is computed as a function of
LLRs provided at the right-hand side of the graph [22]. To
be more specific, the LLRs are first employed to compute the
PMs that quantify the likelihood associated with a particular
N
corresponding decoding candidate sequence [ûi ]i=1 of the N
core information bits. When the ith LLR x̃i in this sequence
N
[ûi ]i=1 on the left-hand edge of the polar code graph is
obtained, a PM φi may be updated for the decoding candidate
according to [15]
φi =φi−1 + ln (1 + exp [− (1 − 2ûi x̃i )])

φi−1 ,
if ûi = 12 [1 − sign(x̃i )] ;
≈
φi−1 + |x̃i | ,
otherwise,

(5a)
(5b)

where φ0 = 0. Here, the PM quantifies the likelihood of the
decoding candidate, where lower PMs imply higher likelihoods.
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bit 8
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This gives a false alarm rate (FAR) of 2−C for each path.
Therefore, the FAR for S paths should be close to S · 2−C .
However, this illustrates that when the stack size is large,
the FAR will become excessively high. For example, for a
Log-SCS decoder having an 11-bit CRC and a stack size of
128, the FAR becomes close to 2−5 . To maintain a reasonable
FAR, we limit the number of CRC attempts to 8 and declare
unsuccessful decoding, whenever 8 failing CRCs have been
performed. This approach effectively uses log2 (8) = 3 of the
C = 11 CRC bits to improve the error correction capability
of the polar decoder, while the remaining C − 3 = 8 CRC
bits are used for error detection, for consistently maintaining
FAR= 2−8 .

PMs inside the stack

0.95 13.08
Step t

III. FAST L OG -SCS DECODER

1 2· · · 4 5
6
7
8
0.03 0.03 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95

This section proposes a Fast Log-SCS polar decoder and
its software implementation that offers an improved decoding
latency compared with the state-of-the-art Fast SSCL polar
decoder. The proposed Fast Log-SCS decoder employs the
fixed-point implementation detailed in Section III-A, as well
as bespoke computations for rate-0, rate-1 and repetition subgraphs, as detailed in Sections III-B to III-D, respectively.
Note that we refer to the rate-0, rate-1 and repetition nodes
of [6] as sub-graphs in this paper, in order to avoid confusion
with the nodes of the tree exemplified in Fig. 5, which has
a different structure from the tree used in [6]. Following the
descriptions of our Fast Log-SCS decoder, we characterize its
BLER performance and computational complexity in Section
III-E and III-F, respectively.

5.95 1.47 1.47

Fig. 3: Code trees in Log-SCS, when decoding the example
K = 3 information or CRC bits from the N = 8 core encoded
bits of Fig. 1.

The Log-SCS decoder’s operation begins with only a single
decoding candidate in the stack, which initially has undefined
values for all N bits, and uses a stack to keep track of up
to S decoding candidates at a time, where S is defined as
the stack size. At each step of the Log-SCS algorithm, the
decoding candidate at the top of the stack is selected and the
value of its next undefined bit is considered. When either an
information or a CRC bit is being decoded, the corresponding
decoding candidate is updated to adopt a specific binary value
for this bit and a replica is created that adopts the other binary
value for this bit. The PMs for these two decoding candidates
are updated and the replica is also inserted into the stack.
The decoding candidates are sorted in the order of their PM,
with the top element in the stack having the lowest PM and
the bottom element having the highest. If the insertion of the
replica into the stack has resulted in exceeding the stack size
S, then the bottom element in the stack is eliminated. By
contrast, if the next undefined bit in the top decoding candidate
is a frozen bit, then this bit in the decoding candidate is set to
zero and no replica is made. The PM of the decoding candidate
is updated and the stack is sorted in the order of increasing
PM.
C. CRC code appending and CRC
The error correction and detection performance of a polar
code may be enhanced by appending a CRC code to the
information bits, before polar encoding them. For example,
a C = 11-bit CRC code relying on the generator polynomial
X 11 + X 10 + X 9 + X 5 + 1 is appended to each block of
A information bits, before polar encoding in the NR physical
uplink control channel (PUCCH) for cases where we have
A ∈ [20, 1706] [1]. A false alarm occurs when an erroneous
path passes the C-bit CRC. In the case of AWGN input, each
of the C bits has a probability of 0.5 to pass the check.

A. Fixed-point implementation
As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed software implementation
of the Fast Log-SCS decoder operates on the basis of fixed
point arithmetic, where the classic scaling and quantisation
operations are employed for preserving the error correction
performance. Here, scaling is applied to the channel output
LLRs r provided after the demodulation of the received
signals, in order to match their range to that of the quantizer’s
dynamic range applied afterwards. Therefore, using an optimal
scaling factor g strikes an attractive trade-off between the
fixed-point overflow and underflow probabilities, in order to
optimise the BLER performance. In the performance results
of Section III-E, the value of the scaling factor g will be
selected by maximizing the signal-to-distortion ratio at each
SNR, according to the technique of [28].
Furthermore, the conversion from floating-point to the fixedpoint arithmetic requires the selection of values for three
parameters, namely the number of bits used for representing
the channel LLRs, the internal LLRs and the PMs. In the
proposed fixed-point software implementation, the channel
LLRs are quantised using 24 bits, whereas the internal LLRs
and PMs are quantised using 32 bits during the Log-SCS
decoding process. In this way, a lower channel LLR width
is employed so that an additional 8 bits become available for
avoiding the overflow problem during the additions performed
by summing the g functions and the PM computations. Further
mitigation of overflow is achieved by considering that the
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Fig. 4: Schematic of the fixed-point polar decoding.

SCS algorithm does not depend on the absolute values of the
PMs, but rather it depends on the difference between PMs,
when determining which path is most likely. Hence, only the
difference between the PM and the minimum comparable PM
are stored. The simulations of Section III-E will show that the
fixed-point operation has similar error correction performance
to that of a floating-point implementation.

candidate are zeros and the corresponding PM φi [s1 ] may be
updated as [18]
φi [s1 ] =φi−n +

i
X

|min{0, x̃j }| .

(6)

j=i−n+1

Note that this calculation can be completed without the computation of any f or g functions within the sub-graph.

B. Rate-0 sub-graph computation
C. Rate-1 sub-graph computation

top of stack
visited node
non-visited node

Rate-0 sub-graph
bit 1 → 4
0000

depth-first
0.03
00

0.95

01

Repetition sub-graph
bit 5 → 6

5.95
Rate-1 sub-graph
bit 7 → 8

00
01

10

11

PMs inside the stack

1.47 13.08 0.95 14.12
Step t
1
2
3
0.03 0.95 0.95
5.95 5.95

Fig. 5: Code trees in Log-SCS, when decoding the example
A = 3 information bits from the N = 8 core encoded bits of
Fig. 1, using the exact f and φ functions of (2a) and (5a).
sub-graph

ûi−n+1

x̃i−n+1

ûi−n+2

x̃i−n+2

ûi−n+3

x̃i−n+3

ûi

x̃i

Fig. 6: Notation used for n-length rate-0, rate-1 and repetition
sub-graphs.
A rate-0 sub-graph in the XOR graph is one which contains
only frozen bits, as exemplified in Figs. 5 and 1. Since the
decoder has a priori knowledge that all frozen bits have the
value 0, and hence all encoded bits produced by the sub-graph
also have a value of 0, the decoding of a rate-0 sub-graph
may be carried out immediately, without propagating LLRs
into the sub-graph. Using the notation of Fig. 6, the decoded
bits [ûj ]ij=i−n+1 of a rate-0 sub-graph in any valid decoding

In contrast to the rate-0 sub-graph, a rate-1 sub-graph
contains only information bits, as exemplified in Figs. 5
and 1. For a sub-graph comprising n information bits, 2n
decoding candidates can be produced considering each possible combination of the n bits. However, this leads to the
exponential expansion of the candidate set, and it is impractical to consider all candidates, when n is not trivially
small. Therefore, instead of considering all the 2n decoding
candidates, we adopt the most likely hard decision values for
the (n − 2) most reliable bits and consider the four possible
decoding candidates that are obtained by varying the values
of the two least-reliable bits [6]. For example, when the
decoder encounters a sub-graph, comprising n = 4 consecutive information bits, ûi−3 , ûi−2 , ûi−1 , ûi , hard decisions are
made for the two bits corresponding to the two LLRs from
the set {x̃i−3 , x̃i−2 , x̃i−1 , x̃i } having the highest magnitudes,
according to the signs of these two LLRs. Following this, the
LLRs x̃min 1 and x̃min 2 of the two least-reliable bits in the
sub-graph, where x̃min 1 ≤ x̃min 2 , are used for computing
the PMs for the four legitimate decoding candidates, and then
generate four PMs, φi [s1 ], φi [s2 ], φi [s3 ] and φi [s4 ], according
to the following rules,
φi [s1 ] =φi−4 ,

(7a)

φi [s2 ] =φi−4 + |x̃min 1 | ,

(7b)

φi [s3 ] =φi−4 + |x̃min 2 | ,

(7c)

φi [s4 ] =φi−4 + |x̃min 1 | + |x̃min 2 | .

(7d)

In this case, only three additional decoding candidates are
generated and stored in the stack, rather than the 15 that would
be required, if all possible candidates were computed.
D. Repetition sub-graph computation
When only the last bit ui in a group of n = 2v , v ≥ 1 bits is
an information bit, with the rest being frozen bits, then the subgraph is referred to as repetition sub-graph, as exemplified in
Figs. 5 and 1. The corresponding n encoded bits have only two
possible hard decisions, either n zeros or n ones, depending
on whether the decoding candidate uses ûi = 0 or ûi = 1,
respectively. In order to consider both options, we store both
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-3

possible decoding candidates in the stack and update the PM
according to the following rules [18],
φi [s1 ] =φi−n +

|min{0, x̃j }| ,

(8a)

j=i−n+1
i
X

φi [s2 ] =φi−n +

BLER =10 ,QPSK, AWGN
floating-point Log-SCS
fixed-point Fast Log-SCS
Finite block-length capacity
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|max{0, x̃j }| ,

(8b)

j=i−n+1

where the updated φi [s1 ] stores the PM when ûi = 0 and
φi [s2 ] stores the PM when ûi = 1. In this way, these PM
calculations are performed without the computation of f or g
functions, as that in the rate-0 or rate-1 sub-graph.
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Fig. 8: The SNR required for the S = 128 floating-point
Log-SCS decoder of [22] and the proposed 32-bit fixed-point
S = 128 Fast Log-SCS decoder to achieve a BLER of 10−3
for different combinations of information block length A and
encoded block length G of the 3GPP NR PUCCH polar code,
where QPSK modulation is used for communication over an
AWGN channel.
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Fig. 7: BLER performance of the floating-point Log-SCL
decoder of [15], the floating-point Log-SCS polar decoder
of [22], 32-bit fixed-point Fast SSCL decoder of [17] and
the proposed 32-bit fixed-point Fast Log-SCS polar decoder
for G = 1024 polar codes of different coding rates R over
a flat uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel, where QPSK
modulation is employed.
When a scaling factor g optimised for the particular channel
SNR Es /N0 and 32-bit fixed-point quantization is applied to
the channel LLRs, the BLER performance of the proposed 32bit fixed-point Fast Log-SCS decoder becomes indistinguishable from that of the floating-point Log-SCS decoder of [22],
especially for higher coding rates. This may be observed in
Fig. 7 for the case of G = 1024-bit polar codes of various
coding rates R ranging from 1/8 to 1/2 transmitting over
a flat uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel, where QPSK
modulation is employed. Additionally, the BLER performance
of the floating-point Log-SCL decoder of [15] and Fast SSCL
decoder of [17] is also included in Fig. 7 as the benchmarks
of our proposed 32-bit fixed-point Fast Log-SCS decoder.
Furthermore, Figs. 8 and 9 demonstrate the SNR required
for the S = 128 floating-point Log-SCS decoder of [22] and
the proposed S = 128 fixed-point Fast Log-SCS decoder
to achieve a BLER of 10−3 for different combinations of

information block length A and encoded block length G of
the 3GPP NR PUCCH polar code over an AWGN channel
and a flat uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel, respectively.
The finite block length capacity shown in Fig. 8 is calculated according to the O(n−2 ) meta-converse Polyanskyi-PoorVerdù (PPV) upper bound of [29]. We can see that when
further combining the techniques discussed in Sections III-A to
III-D together, the BLER performance of the 32-bit fixed-point
Fast Log-SCS decoder remains similar to that of the floatingpoint Log-SCS decoder, while enabling a significantly reduced
decoding complexity and latency, as it will be discussed in
Sections III-F and IV-B, respectively.

F. Computational complexity
The overall decoding complexity of the proposed Fast LogSCS decoder may be quantified in terms of the number of
f , g and φ function evaluation performed in the decoder
at the specific channel SNR, where a BLER of 10−3 is
achieved. Fig. 10 compares the overall complexity of the
L = 32 Log-SCL decoder of [15], of the L = 32 Fast 32bit SSCL decoder of [17], of the S = 128 floating-point
Log-SCS decoder of [22] and of the proposed S = 128
Fast 32-bit fixed-point Log-SCS decoder for G = 1024-bit
polar codes having various information block lengths A. In
all scenarios, QPSK modulation is used for communication
over a flat uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel. Here, it may
be observed that exploiting the simplified rate-0, rate-1 and
repetition sub-graph computations of the proposed Fast LogSCS polar decoder yields a 50% reduction in the complexity,
compared to the S = 128 floating-point Log-SCS decoder of
[22].
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Fig. 9: The SNR required for the S = 128 floating-point
Log-SCS decoder of [22] and the proposed 32-bit fixed-point
S = 128 Fast Log-SCS decoder to achieve a BLER of 10−3
for different combinations of information block length A and
encoded block length G of the 3GPP NR PUCCH polar code,
where QPSK modulation is used for communication over a
flat uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel.

Algorithm 1 Main function for the Fast Log-SCS polar
decoder
Global: int stack_index, bit_index;
function main()
1: PolarDecoder<1024> polar_decoder; /* Initialize an stack
decoder with N = 1024 */
2: Initialize llrs, bits, PM, decod_bit and stack_index=1;
/* Initialize for decoding candidates in the stack decoder. */
/* 3-6: Complete the decoding when the length of the top
element in the stack reaches N */
3: while decod_bit[stack_index]<N do
4:
bit_index=0;
5:
polar_decoder.decode(llrs+stack_index*N,
bits+stack_index*N, PM, decod_bit);
6: end while
end function

IV. SIMD IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED FAST
L OG -SCS DECODER
In this section, we introduce an implementation of the
proposed fixed-point Fast Log-SCS decoder using SIMD
instructions on an x86 CPU that supports AVX-512. The
implementation is detailed in Section IV-A and characterised
in Section IV-B.
A. SIMD implementation

QPSK, flat fading, G=1024
Log-SCL (L=32)
Fast SSCL (L=32)
Log-SCS (S=128)
Fast Log-SCS (S=128)

Overall computation complexity
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128

256

512
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Fig. 10: Overall computational complexity of the L = 32 LogSCL decoder of [15], L = 32 Fast 32-bit SSCL decoder of
[17], S = 128 floating-point Log-SCS decoder of [22] and the
proposed S = 128 Fast 32-bit fixed-point Log-SCS decoder
for G = 1024-bit polar codes with various information block
lengths A, where QPSK modulation is used for communication
over a flat uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel.

A number of techniques are adopted in order to optimise
the throughput and latency of the proposed implementation
of the Fast Log-SCS decoder. Firstly, we employ recursive
template meta-programming [26], as shown in Algorithms 1
and 2, with the special case of the code length N sc = 1
shown in Algorithm 3. This technique supports a recursive
programming style that is easy to maintain, while also enabling
the computer to optimize and pre-process as much of the
processing as possible at compile time. The summary of
the functions employed in the algorithms of this paper are
shown in Table II. To be more specific, in the process of
meta-programming, polar decoders each having an integer
power-of-2 block length N up to the maximum used in
3GPP NR, namely, 1024 are instantiated recursively during the
compilation process. The recursive structure of the polar codes
allows the recursive computations of the f and g functions to
be unrolled at compile time, so that the computations of the
f and g functions do not have to be repeatedly invoked every
time the programme is running, producing highly optimised
compiled code.
The AVX-512 implementation of the f and g functions is
detailed in the C++ code of Algorithms 4 and 5, respectively.
Here, the m512i registers have 512 bits and the LLRs are
quantised using 32 bits as discussed in Section III-A, resulting
in a maximum parallelism degree of P1 = 16. Note that in
this paper, the parallelism of the SIMD instructions is achieved
by performing parallel computations for up to 16 bits within
the same block, rather than performing parallel computations
for bits from 16 separate blocks, as discussed for the SCL
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TABLE II: Summary of the functions used in Algorithms 1-5.
Name
_mm512_set1_epi32(int a)
_mm512_load_epi32(void const *mem_addr)
_mm512_abs_epi32(Is32vec16 a)
_mm512_min_epi32(Is32vec16 a, Is32vec16 b)
_mm512_cmpgt_epi32_mask(Is32vec16 a, Is32vec16 b)
_mm512_mask_set1_epi32
(Is32vec16 src,__mmask16 mask,int a)
_mm512_storeu_epi32(voild* mem_addr,Is32vec16 a)

Abbreviation
set(a)
load(mem_addr)
abs(a)
min(a,b)
mask_cmpgt(a,b)

Function
broadcast the 32-bit integer a to all elements of dst
load 512 bits from memory into dst
compute the absolute value of a
compute the minimum value of a and b
compare a and b, and store in mask vector

mask_set(src,mask,a)

broadcast 32-bit integer a to dst using writemask mask

store(a,b)

store 512 bits from a into memory address mem_addr.

Algorithm 2 Template meta-programming for the Fast LogSCS polar decoder
Global:
1: template <int Nsc>; /* Class for a polar decoder having
a length of Nsc */
2: class PolarDecoder{
/* A polar decoder of length Nsc recursively contains
a polar decoder of length Nsc/2 */
3:
PolarDecoder<Nsc/2> next;
4:
public:
5:
void decode(int *llrs, int *bits, int *decod_bit, int
*PM) {
6:
if is_rate0_subgraph(decod_bit, Nsc) then
7:
decode_rate0(llrs, bits, decod_bit, PM);
8:
else if is_rate1_subgraph(decod_bit, Nsc) then
9:
decode_rate1(llrs, bits, decod_bit, PM);
10:
else if is_rep_subgraph(decod_bit,Nsc) then
11:
decode_rep(llrs, bits, decod_bit, PM);
12:
else
13:
if decod_bit[stack_index]==bit_index then
14:
this → f_function(llrs);
15:
end if
/* Use the Nsc/2-length polar decoder to decode
the top half */
16:
next.decode(llrs, bits, decod_bit,PM);
17:
if decod_bit[stack_index]==bit_index then
18:
this → g_function(llrs+Nsc/2, bits+Nsc/2);
19:
end if
/* Use the Nsc/2-length polar decoder to decode
the bottom half */
20:
next.decode(llrs+Nsc/2, bits+Nsc/2, decod_bit, PM);
21:
end if
22:
}
23: };

decoder of [20]. In this way, our approach provides a benefit
even when 16 blocks having the same information and encoded
block lengths are not available for decoding at the same time.
Furthermore, the approach to parallelism used in [20] cannot
be applied to SCS decoding, since it is unlikely that the
decoding of the 16 blocks would stay synchronised throughout
the dynamic SCS decoding process.

Algorithm 3 Template meta-programming special case when
Nsc=1
Global:
1: class PolarDecoder<1>{
2:
void decode(int *llrs, int *bits, int *decod_bit, int
*PM) {
3:
if decod_bit[stack_index]==bit_index then
4:
PM_calculate(PM,llrs,bits); /* Calculate the PM of
the top element in the stack */
5:
decod_bit[stack_index]++; /* Extend the length of
top candidate by 1 */
6:
expand_stack(llrs,bits,decod_bit,PM); /* Expand
the current stack size or remove the bottom element to
insert a new element based on PM */
7:
stack_index=sort_stack(PM);
/*
Enable
stack_index to point to the top element with the
highest PM in the stack [24] */
8:
end if
9:
bit_index++; /* Indicate calculations required for decoding the next bit */
10:
}
11: };

B. Latency, Throughput and Memory requirement
We have compiled our AVX-512-enabled C++ code using
the Intel C++ Compiler with the aid of -Ofast optimisation,
and characterised it on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6138 CPU
operating at f1 = 2.00 GHz. The latency D averaged over
100 runs and required to perform the S = 128 Fast Log-SCS
decoding of each block is characterised as a function of the
number of information bits A and the resultant encoded bits
G in each block.
Fig. 11 characterises the average latency D of the Fast LogSCS polar decoder and AVX-512 Fast Log-SCS polar decoder
for encoded block lengths of G = 512, 1024 and 2048 at
various information block lengths A for the case, where the
channel SNR is such that a BLER of 10−3 is achieved. Note
that in contrast to the Fast SSCL decoder, whose latency is
independent of the channel SNR, the average latency of the
Fast Log-SCS polar decoder decreases as the SNR increases.
Note that the encoded block lengths of G = 512 and 1024 are
obtained using the 3GPP NR PUCCH polar codes having core
block lengths of N = 512 and 1024, respectively. By contrast,
density evolution with the Gaussian approximation (DE-GA)
algorithm is employed for parameterizing an N = 2048−bit
polar code, which is used for generating the encoded block
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S=128, QPSK, flat fading, fixed-point, f1=2.00 GHz
5

Algorithm 5 g function calculation using AVX-512 instructions
Global: static const Is32vec16 const_1 = set(1);
static const Is32vec16 const_2 = set(2) ;
function g_function(int *llrs, int *bits)
1: int i=0;
/* Use different masks if the parallelism is less 16 */
2: if Nsc>=16 then
3:
while i<Nsc/2 do
4:
Is32vec16 x_m = load(llrs+i-Nsc/2);
5:
Is32vec16 x_n = load(llrs+i);
6:
Is32vec16 u_m = load(bits+i-Nsc/2);
7:
Is32vec16 temp = const_1-u_m*const_2;
8:
Is32vec16 result = temp*x_m+x_n;
9:
store(llrs+i, result);
10:
i+=16;
11:
end while
12: end if
end function

2
3

10

5

Latency ( s)

Algorithm 4 f function calculation using AVX-512 instructions
Global: static const Is32vec16 const_0 = set(0);
/* constant-zero AVX512 vector */
function f_function(int *llrs)
1: int i=0;
/* Use different masks if the parallelism is less 16 */
2: if Nsc>=16 then
3:
while i<Nsc/2 do
4:
Is32vec16 x_m = load(llrs+i); /* load llrs of x_m to
the AVX512 vector */
5:
Is32vec16 x_n = load(llrs+i + Nsc/2); /* load llrs of
x_n to AVX512 vector */
6:
Is32vec16 min_a_b = min(abs(x_m),abs(x_n));
7:
Is32vec16 sign_x_m1 = mask_set(const_0,
mask_cmpgt(x_m, const_0), 1);
8:
Is32vec16 sign_x_m2 =mask_set(const_0,
mask_cmpgt(x_m, const_0), -1);
9:
Is32vec16 sign_x_m = sign_x_m1 | sign_x_m2;
10:
Is32vec16 sign_x_n1 = mask_set(const_0,
mask_cmpgt(x_n, const_0), 1);
11:
Is32vec16 sign_x_n2 =mask_set(const_0,
mask_cmpgt(x_n, const_0), -1);
12:
Is32vec16 sign_x_n = sign_x_n1 | sign_x_n2;
13:
Is32vec16 result = sign_x_m*sign_x_n* min_a_b;
14:
store(llrs+i, result); /* store the AVX-512 vector to
the corresponding llrs memory address */
15:
i+=16;
16:
end while
17: end if
end function

G=512, Fast Log-SCS, AVX-512
G=512, Fast Log-SCS, x86
G=1024, Fast Log-SCS, AVX-512
G=1024, Fast Log-SCS, x86
G=2048, Fast Log-SCS, AVX-512
G=2048, Fast Log-SCS, x86
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G=2048, CRC-aided Fast SSCL of [17]
G=2048, CRC-aided Fast SSCL of [18]
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Fig. 11: Average latency D of the proposed S = 128 AVX-512
fixed-point Fast Log-SCS decoder operating at f1 = 2.00 GHz
for G = 512, 1024 and 2048 bits with various information
block lengths A, as well as the normalised latency D̄ of the
works in [16–18] for G = 2048 and A = 1723 bits, where
QPSK modulation is employed for communication over a flat
uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel in all cases.

length of G = 2048, since the 3GPP NR PUCCH polar codes
only support a maximum core block length of N = 1024
bits. Fig. 11 also includes benchmark results of the works in
[16–18] for G = 2048 and A = 1723 bits.
Furthermore, Table III compares the latency, throughput
and memory requirement of different polar decoders when
achieving a BLER of 10−3 for block lengths of A = 1723
and G = 2048. More specifically, the proposed CRC-aided
Fast Log-SCS decoder is compared with the AVX2 Fast SCL
decoders of [16], [17] and [18], which were characterised
using clock frequencies of f2 = 3.90 and f3 = f4 = 3.40
GHz, respectively. These implementations use LLR widths of
8 or 32 bits and since AVX2 has register widths of 256 bits,
a parallelism order of P2 = 32 and P3 = P4 = 8 is achieved.
Note that while the polar decoders of [16, 17] employ 32-bit
quantization of the LLRs, which is the same as that of our
proposed CRC-aided Fast Log-SCS decoder, the Fast SSCL
implementation of [18] uses 8-bit fixed-point LLRs. For the
sake of fair comparison, we define the normalised latency D̄
as
Pi × fi × D
D̄ =
, i = 2, 3, 4,
(9)
P1 × f 1
where P1 = 16 and f1 = 2.00 GHz represent the order of
parallelism and the clock frequency of the proposed CRCaided Fast Log-SCS decoder,respectively. Furthermore, Pi and
fi represent the order of parallelism and the clock frequency
of the decoder under consideration. As shown in Table III
and plotted in Fig. 11, our proposed AVX-512 Fast Log-SCS
decoder has a normalised decoding latency D̄ that is as low
as 21% that of the best-performing benchmarker, namely, the
CRC-aided Fast SSCL decoder of [17]. The throughput T of a
software-based polar decoder is proportional to the reciprocal
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TABLE III: Latency, throughput and memory requirement comparisons of different polar decoders when achieving a BLER
of 10−3 for block lengths of A = 1723, G = 2048.
Platform
fi (GHz)
Algorithm
Required SNR (dB)
LLR bit-width
AVX register bit-width
List size L or stack size S
D (µs)
D̄ (µs)
T (Mbps)
T̄ (Mbps)
Memory (KB)

Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6138
f1 = 2.00
CRC-aided Fast Log-SCS
11.90
32
32
512
S =128
274
79
79
6.29
21.81
21.81
1096

I5-6600K
f2 = 3.90
CRC-aided Fast SSCL [18]
11.98
8

of its latency, according to T = A/D, whereas the normalised
throughput T̄ can be defined as T̄ = A/D̄. Table III shows that
the normalised throughput of our proposed AVX-512 CRCaided Fast Log-SCS decoder is in excess of 6 times higher than
that of the Fast SSCL decoder of [17]. The performance of the
proposed Fast Log-SCS decoder run on a 32-bit x86 CPU is
also characterised in Table III, which demonstrates that AVX512 offers a 4.66-fold throughput improvement, in the case
of our CRC-aided Fast Log-SCS polar decoder. Note that the
throughput considered in Table III is the throughput per CPU
core. For Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6138 equipped with 20 cores,
the overall throughput is 416.20 Mbps, which is sufficient for
the uplink polar decoding in the PUCCH of 5G NR.
Table III also quantifies the maximum amount of memory
required for storing the partial sum bits and the LLRs generated by the f , g and φ functions in the various implementations
considered. These comparisons reveal that the proposed AVX
implementation of the CRC-aided Fast Log-SCS decoder
requires 13 times higher memory than the Fast SSCL decoder
of [18], and 3 times higher memory than the CRC-aided
Fast SSCL decoder of [17]. Hence, the improved latency and
throughput of our Fast Log-SCS polar decoder is achieved at
the cost of a higher memory requirement. However, it may be
argued that the 1096 KB memory required is insignificant in
the context of a high-performance CPU.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel Fast Log-SCS
decoder for the 3GPP NR uplink control channel’s polar code,
which reduces the complexity by 50%, compared with the
state-of-the-art CRC-aided Fast polar SSCL decoder. We have
also proposed an AVX-512 software implementation, which
increases the normalised throughput by a factor of 6 and
reduces the normalised latency to 21% of the existing stateof-the-art AVX Fast SSCL polar decoder.
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